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Abstract

In recent years, biosurveillance has become the buzzword under which a diverse set of ideas and activities regarding
detecting and mitigating biological threats are incorporated depending on context and perspective. Increasingly,
biosurveillance practice has become global and interdisciplinary, requiring information and resources across public health,
One Health, and biothreat domains. Even within the scope of infectious disease surveillance, multiple systems, data sources,
and tools are used with varying and often unknown effectiveness. Evaluating the impact and utility of state-of-the-art
biosurveillance is, in part, confounded by the complexity of the systems and the information derived from them. We present
a novel approach conceptualizing biosurveillance from the perspective of the fundamental data streams that have been or
could be used for biosurveillance and to systematically structure a framework that can be universally applicable for use in
evaluating and understanding a wide range of biosurveillance activities. Moreover, the Biosurveillance Data Stream
Framework and associated definitions are proposed as a starting point to facilitate the development of a standardized
lexicon for biosurveillance and characterization of currently used and newly emerging data streams. Criteria for building the
data stream framework were developed from an examination of the literature, analysis of information on operational
infectious disease biosurveillance systems, and consultation with experts in the area of biosurveillance. To demonstrate
utility, the framework and definitions were used as the basis for a schema of a relational database for biosurveillance
resources and in the development and use of a decision support tool for data stream evaluation.
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Introduction

Detecting disease outbreaks, surveillance of mass events[1],

reporting public health emergencies of international concern

(PHEIC) to comply with the International Health Regulations

(IHR 2005)[2,3], and monitoring and predicting the emergence

and re-emergence of infectious disease[4] all now fall under the

vast biosurveillance umbrella. Biosurveillance systems have been

implemented and are being developed to meet these demands,

among others, for the gathering and analysis of information that

can lead to actionable results at the local, state, national, and

global levels for animal, plant, and human populations[5–16].

This array of systems spans boundaries between public health

surveillance and bioterrorism surveillance, between surveillance

centered on health threats and surveillance centered on health

protection and monitoring. Under the rubric of biosurveillance,

traditional demarcations are increasingly fading among public

health, animal health, ecological health, and biosecurity and

bioterrorism defense surveillance capabilities. The 2012 National

Strategy for Biosurveillance underscores this ‘big umbrella’

approach to biosurveillance by calling for a well-integrated

national biosurveillance enterprise to ‘‘detect, track, investigate,

and navigate incidents affecting human, animal, and plant health,

thereby better protecting the safety, well-being, and security of the

American people’’[17].

There have been repeated calls for consensus definitions and a

comprehensive strategy to discuss, compare, and evaluate the

dynamically changing and expanding arena of biosurveillance

within multiple disciplines[18–21]. Definitions and terminology

specific to, or applied to, biosurveillance come from disparate

fields and have resulted in an ad hoc lexicon of terms that are not

consistently defined, the meaning of biosurveillance being just one

example[22]. When confronted with the need to evaluate the

benefits and effectiveness of biosurveillance systems, various

definitions, categories, and frameworks have been applied[9,23–

25], frequently using the oft-cited CDC guidelines for evaluating

public health surveillance systems[26].

A challenge in the field of infectious disease surveillance is the

meaningful use of complex, disparate, and information-rich data

sets to facilitate achievement of various surveillance goals.

Determining what data is available to use, identifying the most

useful data streams, and using the data streams to achieve a

surveillance goal, all present unique requirements. While numer-

ous local, national, and global disease surveillance systems have
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been implemented to meet the demands of monitoring, detecting,

and reporting disease outbreaks and prevalence, varying surveil-

lance goals and geographic reach have led to multiple and

disparate systems, each using unique combinations of data sources

to meet surveillance criteria. Rather than a systematic approach,

data sources have been selected primarily on what is available

quickly and easily. As a result, the impact that big data, such as

genomics, metagenomics, climate data, satellite imagery, social

networks, etc., may have in biosurveillance is unclear due to the

challenges described above. In this context, it is necessary to have

a defined framework to enable characterization of this data and to

facilitate understanding its utility.

Within the context of biosurveillance systems, data streams are

inextricably linked to the system in which they are deployed and

are usually evaluated in the context of system capabilities (such as

timeliness and sensitivity)[23,27,28]. As part of a larger project to

provide a systematic evaluation of data streams for integrated

global biosurveillance, we required concrete terminology to enable

the cataloging, characterization, and classification of diverse data

sources and systems that exist or are being developed for use in

infectious disease biosurveillance.

Evaluation of data streams as opposed to evaluation of

surveillance systems requires a characteristic set of attributes and

metrics that are related to, but are not the same as, system

attributes and metrics. Because biosurveillance systems can include

one or many types of data streams, a data stream-centric

framework can also be used in biosurveillance system evaluation

and discourse if the framework is based on cogent classification

schemes and definitions.

The Biosurveillance Data Stream Framework and biosurveil-

lance definitions described in this paper are presented as a

meaningful step towards building a biosurveillance lexicon.

Moreover, we submit that this framework and lexicon would

support analysis and evaluation of developing systems and data

streams through a comprehensive and measurable approach

serving as a platform for relative comparisons that can drive

collaboration within and beyond the biosurveillance community.

Methods

To develop working definitions and a categorization framework

for data streams that have been or could be useful in a

biosurveillance system, relevant information was collected in three

ways: through the survey of a subject matter expert (SME) panel, a

literature search, and a survey of current operational biosurveil-

lance systems (local, national, and global).

An SME panel was established representing experts involved in

animal, plant, and human infectious disease biosurveillance

activities or development from U.S. federal government agencies,

national laboratories, and academic institutions (Table 1). The

panel consisted primarily of research-based individuals (.75%),

although individuals working in operational biosurveillance were

also included. Details of the development of this panel can be

found in Deshpande et al[29]. The primary purpose of the panel

was to elicit expert opinion, through a multipart 10-question

survey (Table 2), regarding the current state of understanding

about global disease biosurveillance, integrated biosurveillance,

biosurveillance goals, traditional and non-traditional data streams

used or useful for infectious disease biosurveillance, biosurveillance

system metrics, and priority diseases for biosurveillance. Twenty-

eight survey responses were received; surveys were individual

responses except for three, which were joint efforts from SMEs

within the same institution.

Only contact and affiliation information was collected about the

individual SME responding to the questionnaire, and the survey

was strictly a means to record expert opinion. Therefore, this

survey did not involve human subjects research, and institutional

review of the survey was deemed unnecessary (Common Rule (45

CFR 46), LANL Human Subjects Research Review Board).

A literature search was conducted to assess infectious disease

biosurveillance terminology and types of data streams used (past,

current, or considered for future use) in infectious disease

biosurveillance. The intent of the literature search was not to

put together a review, but rather to find what kinds and types of

data streams have been used in or considered for use by

biosurveillance systems to inform our characterization framework.

Multiple sources were consulted including book chapters, confer-

ence proceedings, peer-reviewed literature, and government

reports found through traditional database searching (Web of

Knowledge, Google Scholar), references of references, and

personal contacts. More than 750 articles were examined for

relevance, or uniqueness of possible data streams for biosurveil-

lance. As data streams were identified common characteristics and

attributes were cataloged. As the framework developed, the

collected data streams were then binned back into the framework

classification which informed the development of the data stream

categories first by suggesting what the categories should be and

second by validating that any data stream was indeed classifiable.

Similarly, if a new or novel data stream was found that couldn’t be

readily binned, the framework was refined, making this process

iterative. A list of references that were used in the data stream

characterization and the subsequent binning of the data streams

from these references into the associated data stream categories is

found in the Table S1.

For the scope of our project, a survey of operational infectious

disease biosurveillance systems was confined to systems that

conducted electronic surveillance using at least one data stream

and that performed analysis to report actionable results. Systems

were identified through web searches, through a literature search

(as described above), and through information provided by the

above SME panel or others in the biosurveillance community.

Additionally, several past efforts to collect information on

biosurveillance systems were also consulted[30,31]. To better

catalog, annotate, and assess biosurveillance systems and resourc-

es, a searchable relational database was developed. This effort has

continued and is now being advanced at LANL through the

creation of the web-hosted Biosurveillance Resource Directory

(BRD). The BRD is currently being tested and vetted for scope,

open-source functionality, and sustainability as described in detail

elsewhere [29]. For each system in the directory, data streams used

by the system were recorded and classified in accordance with the

evolving data stream framework. Additionally, detailed informa-

tion about each system and associated data streams was collected

and captured in the BRD including specific information regarding

how the data was collected, the geographic and population

domain/range of the system, the scope of diseases covered by the

system, and pertinent documentation (research articles or fact

sheets) associated with the system. The systems included in the

survey relevant to this paper were current as of October 2012.

Results and Discussion

Framework Development
The focus of our work was to develop a universally applicable

framework to categorize any data stream useful for biosurveillance

with the intent that the categorization scheme could be used in

evaluation and classification. This required a concrete analysis of

Biosurveillance Data Stream Framework
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the scope of biosurveillance, the context in which the data streams

would be used (biosurveillance goals), and construction of a data

stream characterization method general enough to be useful for

comparing data streams, but retaining sufficient detail regarding

data stream attributes. These key elements of the developed

framework are shown in Figure 1.

Biosurveillance Definition and Scope. Biosurveillance has

undergone a metamorphosis. Shortly after the anthrax letter

attacks in 2001, biosurveillance had come to mean early detection

of a bioterrorist threat using computational data algorithms to find

patterns and anomalies in electronic health records that could lead

to an alert[32,33]. Biosurveillance was considered a novel, specific,

tool:

‘‘We need to pay attention constantly, always on the lookout for

any clues that killer bugs have been released in case the next

bioterrorist unleashes an attack surreptitiously, instead of with

threatening letters. The good news is that computers can help us

do this — if we let them. The technique is called biosurveillance. By

monitoring medical records, smart systems can sift through data

and look for connections that humans would probably miss.’’[34]

Public health surveillance, biosurveillance’s older big sister, has

had a much longer history, with modern U.S. public health

surveillance definitions typically cited beginning with Lang-

muir[35] and coming primarily from the CDC.

As a means to understand the scope of biosurveillance and

public health surveillance we deconstructed biosurveillance and

public health surveillance definitions into what we have found to

be three distinguishing components:

Process: how surveillance is done; connected to systems and

methods of surveillance

Table 1. Subject Matter Expert Panel Representation, by Agency.

U.S. Southern Command (DoD/SOCOM)

Office of the Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Chemical and Biological Defense (OASD, NCB/CB)

Armed Forces Health Surveillance Center (AFHSC)

United States Public Health Service (USPHS)

Centers for Disease Control and Protection (CDC)

Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL)

Global Viral Forecasting (GVFInc)

George Washington University (GWU)

Harvard University

Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Lab (JHU/APL)

University of Missouri (MU)

Texas A&M University

University of Minnesota (UMN)

Western University of Health Sciences, College of Veterinary Medicine (Western U)

Oklahoma State University (OSU)

Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (USDA, APHIS)

National Animal Health Laboratory Network (USDA, NAHLN)

Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, Center for Plant Health Science and Technology (USDA, APHIS, CPHST)

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083730.t001

Table 2. Survey Questions Answered by Subject Matter Expert Panel.

1) What is your brief definition of the following terms: biosurveillance, global biosurveillance, integrated biosurveillance, data stream, data stream integration, and non-
traditional data stream?

2) What are the primary goals of global biosurveillance?

3) Do you think a single integrated global biosurveillance system can fulfill all goals of surveillance? Please elaborate why you do or do not think so.

4) How would you evaluate the utility of a data stream to be used in global biosurveillance? Can you identify a set of metrics (e.g. time to disease detection, ease of
accessibility, cost, sustainability, etc.)?

5) Can you rank the metrics in order of importance?

6) Can you provide examples of what you consider useful non-traditional data streams?

7) What in your opinion would be the 10 most important diseases that we could use to evaluate data streams for biosurveillance?

8) What gaps do you see in current biosurveillance systems/strategies?

9) What current technologies do you think are most important to a global biosurveillance system?

10) What near-future technologies do you think will have greatest utility to a global biosurveillance system?

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083730.t002

Biosurveillance Data Stream Framework
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Knowledge: the information that comes from surveillance -

e.g., data streams

Purpose: the reasons or intent for the surveillance - e.g., goals.

These components are reflected in both public health surveil-

lance and biosurveillance definitions that have varied over time

(Tables 3 and 4). The scope of public health surveillance, as

reflected in accepted definitions, has shown that there is not just

one kind of public health surveillance, rather public health

surveillance encompasses a broad range of data and surveillance

methodologies. Table 3 indicates that the process and knowledge

has remained relatively constant in our understanding of public

health surveillance, but the purpose has had less consensus,

especially regarding public health surveillance breadth.

From the definitions in Table 4 it can be seen that the initial

association of biosurveillance with syndromic surveillance placed

biosurveillance as just one of many types of surveillance that could

be used, depending on need (e.g. the NACHHO definition), for use

in public health problems - in essence biosurveillance was one of

public health surveillance’s many tools. However, over time, the

definition of biosurveillance has significantly broadened to take

biosurveillance out of the context of being strictly a tool, to being a

concept - similar in nature to the current understanding of public

health surveillance (e.g. NBIC definition).

This two-way understanding of biosurveillance (as either a tool

or as a concept) was also reflected in the survey responses of our

SME panel. The majority of SMEs defined biosurveillance

narrowly as surveillance for the detection of disease outbreaks caused

by infectious pathogens. In 5 survey responses, however, the broader

Homeland Security Presidential Directive 21(HSPD 21) definition

of biosurveillance was given[36] (Table 4) (note, the National

Strategy for Biosurveillance was not released at the time of the

survey).

Figure 1. Overview of the Biosurveillance Data Stream Framework.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083730.g001

Table 3. Public Health Surveillance Definitions.

Public Health Surveillance: CDC Definitions

1988[56] 1992[35], 2012[57] 2001[26] 2011[58] 2008, 2012[37]**

Process The ongoing systematic
collection, analysis, and
interpretation

The ongoing, systematic
collection, analysis, and
interpretation

The ongoing, systematic
collection, analysis,
interpretation, and
dissemination

The ongoing, systematic
collection, analysis, and
interpretation

The systematic, ongoing
collection, management,
analysis, and interpretation

Knowledge Of health data Of health data essential to
the planning, implementation
and evaluation of public
health practice

Of data regarding a
health-related event

Of health-related data Of data

Purpose Closely integrated with
the timely dissemination
of these data both to
those providing the data,
and to those who can
apply the data to control
and prevention programs

Closely integrated with the
dissemination of these data
to those who need to know,
and linked to prevention and
control*

For use in public health
action, to reduce mor-
bidity and mortality, and
to improve health

With the a priori purpose
of preventing or control-
ling disease or injury, or
of identifying unusual
events of public health
importance, followed by
the dissemination and
use of information, for
public health action

Followed by the
dissemination of these data
to public health programs,
to stimulate public health
action

*The complete definition in Thacker and Berkelman’s 1992 book chapter is ‘‘the final link of the surveillance chain is the application of these data to prevention and
control. A surveillance system includes a functional capacity for data collection, analysis, and dissemination linked to public health programs’’.
**Definition that Thacker et al. (2012) cite from the 2008 Dictionary of Epidemiology, 5th ed.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083730.t003
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Viewing biosurveillance as an overarching concept rather than

a tool was even more readily apparent when definitions were given

for global and integrated biosurveillance. SME, global biosurveil-

lance definitions typically expanded biosurveillance to include an

international/worldwide perspective and cover human, animal

and plant diseases across space, time, and geography while the

definition of integrated biosurveillance included collaboration and

cooperation among stakeholders.

An advantage in understanding biosurveillance as a concept is

in removing biosurveillance from being one of the myriad types of

surveillance that are frequently referred to as components of a

surveillance system: active, passive, syndromic, clinical, traditional,

non-traditional, sentinel, indicator-based, event-based, population-

based, structured, unstructured, baseline, disease, epidemiologic,

etc.

These surveillance modifiers [37] are descriptions that are more

applicable to data sources than to surveillance as a whole[37]. As

explained by Morse [38], these types of surveillance specifically

associated with biosurveillance or public health surveillance are

many times contrasted by their opposites and also are not mutually

exclusive, which can be obfuscating rather than clarifying[37]. In

our framework development, the above types of surveillance are

considered in the data stream characterization component of our

framework.

While it is unlikely that the current understanding of

biosurveillance will remain unchanged, the concept definitions

given in HSPD 21, and the National Strategy for Biosurveillance is

the context that biosurveillance was understood in our develop-

ment of the Biosurveillance Data Stream Framework.

Accordingly, in our framework the scope of biosurveillance is

defined by the National Strategy [17].

Biosurveillance Goals. The interplay between objectives/

goals and definition can cause confusion and as stated by Declich

[39], ‘‘the objectives of surveillance are determined by the

definition of surveillance being used’’, because the objectives

make up, in part, the biosurveillance definition, as shown in

Table 3. Among the representative biosurveillance definitions

given in Table 3, multiple goals are explicitly stated and range

from identifying trends to rapid characterization of events and

overall situational awareness.

Biosurveillance goals listed by the SME panel were also similar

to those listed in Table 3. Frequently mentioned were early

warning, early detection and situational awareness either broadly

or with greater specificity (such as preventing disease spread for

early warning). Additionally, SMEs considered the difference in

goals from a military (force health protection) perspective versus a

universal public health perspective.

Based on the multiple goals defined by the SME panel, the goals

explicit in biosurveillance definitions, and through analysis of

definitions in the literature, four broad biosurveillance goals that

span the continuum of time were identified by us (Figure 1), and

are based on terms that have been previously used by many in the

public health and biosurveillance community.

Table 4. Biosurveillance Definitions.

Biosurveillance

‘‘Technologies for
Distributed Defen-
se’’ 2002[59]

Handbook of
Biosurveillance
2006[60]

National
Association of
County and City
Health Officials
(NACHHO)
2006[61], 2013
[62]

Homeland Secu-
rity Presidential
Directive 2007
[36]

National
Biosurveillance
Integration Center,
DHS 2012[42]

National Strategy for
Biosurveillance, White
House 2012[17]

Process Observing the states
of health of a given
population by the
collection, analysis
and correlation

Process that syste-
matically collects
and analyzes

Automated
monitoring

The process of active
data-gathering with
appropriate analysis
and interpretation

The science and practice
of managing

The process of gathering,
integrating, interpreting,
and communicating

Knowledge Of information derived
from a variety of data
sources … essentially
any and all sources of
data

Data Of existing health
data sources

Of biosphere data
that might relate to
disease activity and
threats to human or
animal health –
whether infectious,
toxic, metabolic, or
otherwise, and
regardless of
intentional or natural
origin –

Human, animal, plant,
food, and environmental
health-related data and
information

Essential information
related to all-hazards
threats or disease activity
affecting human, animal,
or plant health

Purpose That may inform the
development of a
‘‘disease signature’’
that marks the
presence of disease
within a population

For the purpose of
detecting cases of
disease, outbreaks of
disease, and environ-
mental conditions that
predispose to disease

To identify trends
that may indicate
naturally occurring
or intentional
disease outbreaks

In order to achieve
early warning of
health threats, early
detection of health
events, and overall
situational awareness
of disease activity

For early warning of
threats and hazards,
early detection of
events,
and rapid
characterization of the
event so that effective
actions can be taken
to mitigate adverse
health, social, and
economic effects

To achieve early detection
and warning, contribute to
overall situational
awareness of the health
aspects of an incident, and
to enable better decision
making at all levels

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083730.t004
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Early Warning of Health Threats: Surveillance that

enables identification of potential threats including emerging and

re-emerging diseases that may be undefined or unexpected.

Early Detection of Health Events: Surveillance that

enables identification of disease, outbreaks (either natural or

intentional in origin), or events that have occurred, before they

become significant.

Situational Awareness: Surveillance that monitors the

location, magnitude, and spread of an outbreak or event once it

has occurred

Consequence Management: Surveillance that assesses

impacts and informs response to an outbreak or an event

Baseline Awareness: Information that can inform and

facilitate the achievement of the above surveillance goals and

can be related to population demographics and health, the

natural, social, and built environment, and underlying disease

patterns and characteristics.

Early event detection has been described as ‘‘gathering and

analyzing data in advance of diagnostic case confirmation to give

early warning of a possible outbreak and, should an outbreak exist,

provide early detection’’[27].

Consensus has not been reached regarding how the term

situational awareness should be used in the context of public

health surveillance or for biosurveillance. Situational awareness as

broadly defined by Endsley [40], ‘‘perception of elements in the

environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehen-

sion of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near

future’’ is the more common interpretation[41,42]. However,

situational awareness has also been put in the context of time -

after an event has occurred- and the definition is narrowed to

‘‘real-time analysis and display of health data to monitor the

location, magnitude, and spread of an outbreak.’’[27] This more

constrained definition allows for a distinction between situational

awareness and background information. It is in this context that

we are using situational awareness.

Figure 2 illustrates these categorical goals and how goals given

by the SMEs could be binned into these categories. While the

goals follow a time-course, the absence of boundaries indicate that

there is no absolute cut off on a time scale when any one

surveillance goal would be deemed irrelevant. Likewise, Baseline

Awareness is a significant requirement to achieve any of the

surveillance goals identified in the figure.

It is important to note that in the context of our framework,

biosurveillance is considered to be a concept that can be clarified

by specifically defined goals that span time. Therefore, even if

current definitions of biosurveillance, such as the one given in the

National Strategy, are modified, the goals framework shown in

Figure 1 can remain applicable across multiple changing

biosurveillance definitions and is a key component of our

Biosurveillance Data Stream Framework.

Data Stream Categorization. We developed a categoriza-

tion scheme that would enable classification and categorization of

individual data streams with the intent to be able to broadly

categorize any individual data stream within the context of the

scope and goals of biosurveillance. In this process a definition of a

data stream for biosurveillance is defined, and examples of data

streams are classified into the characterization framework.

Multiple data sources are used in a variety of biosurveillance

systems that extend from a singular goal for local surveillance of a

specific disease to wide-ranging surveillance systems requiring

extensive data resources to meet diverse surveillance goals for an

array of diseases. With the advent of new technologies, globaliza-

tion, high performance computing, and ‘big data’ opportunities,

there are seemingly unlimited potential data streams that could be

useful in biosurveillance. Data streams have not been universally

defined in either the literature or by specific systems. In order to

develop an explicit reference system for data streams, multiple sources

of information were gathered, categorized, and analyzed for best

use in both describing the data streams and for database

development, as described in the Methodology section.

Broad agreement from SME survey responses, defined a ‘data

stream’ as a single source of information or data that could be used

in a biosurveillance system. Collating the SME responses, a

definition of an ideal data stream emerged:

‘‘A single source of unique, timely (real-time), and spatially

relevant information that is standardized and collected in a

quantity and class that is needed for meaningful results, that

targets a specific population, that is available at many scales (from

molecular to ecosystem), is electronically available in both raw and

reportable form, and has been rigorously validated.’’

Unfortunately, using this definition, few, if any, data sources

could be considered biosurveillance data streams. At issue is the

difference between ‘‘data stream’’ and ‘‘data source’’, with data

stream being the more restrictive term by inherently implying a

flow of information.

Figure 2. Biosurveillance goals identified by the SME panel and binned according to the biosurveillance goals defined in the Data
Stream Framework.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083730.g002

Biosurveillance Data Stream Framework
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‘Data stream’ from a computational perspective has been

defined as ‘‘a sequence of digitally encoded signals representing

information when it is transmitted’’[43]. Some biosurveillance

data meet this criteria of digital encodement and have been

described as data streams[44–47], such as the digital information

pulled from electronic medical records or over-the-counter

prescription drug sales. Other biosurveillance data do not: e.g.,

the astute observer calling in an alert. That alert, however, if

picked up by the appropriate decision maker, becomes a part of

the stream of information that informs the biosurveillance goal.

‘Data stream’ was also defined more broadly by several SMEs as

‘‘a continuous flow of information or data’’. Under this broader

definition a data source, therefore, might be or become a data

stream depending on how the data is collected. This is readily

apparent in the transformation of medical records from papers in

files to digitally recorded information. The underlying informa-

tion: the chief complaint, clinician’s diagnosis, ordered prescrip-

tions, and the associated meta data about the patient such as age,

gender, and address has not changed. What has changed is the

way the information is recorded, collected, accessed and subse-

quently analyzed. More and more, data sources are becoming

available in some sort of digital form that could be collected and

monitored. Even within a type of data source (such as medical

records) some are available digitally and some are not. By

understanding a data stream in this context - data that is available,

or may become available for analysis in a biosurveillance system -

the term data stream can be distinguished from data source, yet

still retain the broad meaning of a flow of information.

For our purposes, once a data source has been identified as

potentially having value in biosurveillance it can be considered a

data stream, even if that stream might only come to exist in some

future time.

The context in which the data stream categories are considered

is shown in the complete Biosurveillance Data Stream Framework,

Figure 3. The following terms and definitions were developed or

adapted by us to facilitate a consistent approach to evaluation and

to provide an invariant frame of reference:

Biosurveillance Data Stream – any data source that has

been shown to have value, or might potentially have value to be

collected and analyzed to inform a biosurveillance goal. A

biosurveillance data stream is understood in the context of data

population (human, animal, plant, pathogen, vector) and data type

(environmental, syndromic, diagnostic) and is described by specific

details such as data structure and collection method.

Data Population - The population that the data stream is

associated with: human, animal (wild or domestic), plant,

pathogen, vector

Data Type - Determined by the source of the data and is

classified as environmental, syndromic or diagnostic.

N Syndromic -Health-related data that may precede or

substitute for formal diagnosis[18] (non-specific health indica-

tor data) [48]

N Diagnostic - Data that leads to the identification of a

pathogen, or confirmed diagnosis of disease.

N Environmental - Pertaining to data streams that are not

directly related to health parameters such as social, built, and

natural environments. While other types of environments have

been described such as political and economic, these are being

grouped within the social environment. Within the built and

natural environments there can be a great deal of interaction

and overlap[49], but the broad distinction between them is the

presence or absence of human development, and it is in that

context that the definitions are put forth.

N Social Environment - the environment that includes the social,

economic, and political conditions in which people live and

work, and can include population demographics, population

movements, and political and social engagement.

N Natural Environment - the non-manmade components of

environments that can include climate and natural resourc-

es.[50]

N Built Environment- Distinct from the natural environment, the

built environment is comprised of manmade components of

people’s surroundings, from small-scale settings (e.g., offices,

houses, hospitals, shopping malls, and schools) to large-scale

settings (e.g., neighborhoods, communities, and cities), as well

as roads, sidewalks, green spaces, and connecting transit

systems. [47,48]

Population, Type, and Data Stream categories characterize the

kind of information that is being collected, and how it could impact

biosurveillance.

Also associated with each individual data stream (if the

information is available) are data stream descriptors/details. These

descriptors/details are specific to how the data is collected (mobile

phones or surveys as shown in Table 5), how the data is structured,

what geographic regions are covered, accessibility and update

frequency. All of these descriptors inform the quality and usefulness of

the specific data stream.

Demonstration of Framework
Sixteen data stream categories emerged from the iterative

development process (Table 6). Table 6 provides definitions and

examples of these categories and examples of how the data stream

categories can be sub-categorized as needed such as clinic/health

care provider records being subcategorized into physician

provided or veterinary provided records. Of significance is the

fact that we were able to bin any data stream into one of the 16

major categories, and are continually refining the sub-categories to

enable comprehensive characterization. This table also illustrates

how commonly referenced data streams could be binned into the

16 broad categories.

Data Stream Examples. As an example in binning a data

stream according to this framework, consider a data stream that

monitors Google search queries for health-related key words. This

data stream would be categorized as the following:

Data Stream Context: Population, Human; Type: Syndro-

mic

Data stream Category: Internet search queries

In contrast if a data stream were monitoring Twitter for social

unrest key words or phrases, the data stream would be categorized

as:

Data Stream Context: Population, Human; Type, Environ-

mental/Social

Data stream Category: Social Media

We subsequently applied our characterization schema to

current and potential biosurveillance data streams that were

identified by our SME panel as ’non-traditional’. How those data

streams would be placed into our sixteen categories within the

context of data population and data type is shown in Table 7. A

total of 34 specific but disparate ’non-traditional’ data streams

were characterized using our framework. Evident in Table 7 is

that many of the non-traditional data sources that were

enumerated by our SME panel are already being used, indicating

that ’non-traditional’ is a variable concept and data streams that

may be considered ’non-traditional’ will depend on the individual

perspective of the responder. An advantage of binning the data

streams in our framework is to avoid the vague connotation of the

Biosurveillance Data Stream Framework
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term ’non-traditional’ and replace this with specifically defined

terminology.

A comparative analysis between disparate data streams is also

enabled through our framework by analysis of the data stream

details associated with each data stream. For instance, as described

by Scharlemann et al., temperature measurements can be derived

from ground-based meteorological records or through remotely

sensed data from Earth-orbiting satellites[51], details associated

with how the data is collected. The context and kind of information

(temperature measurements) for both of these data streams are the

same; Context: environmental/natural Data Stream Category:

established database - but the details vary based on how the

information is collected and transmitted, how often the measure-

ments are made, what geographical region the measurements cover,

and the granularity of the measurements. Accordingly, for a data

stream coming from online surveys, the context would depend on

the information being collected (disease, data population, data type).

The category would be personal communication, and then the

details would include how the information was collected (online).

Such comparisons are difficult without systematic and structured

descriptions as shown in the framework.

Finally, the choice and effectiveness of types of data streams

should be informed by the specific goal(s) of the biosurveillance

system, and by the diseases being monitored. These categories

complete the framework for understanding data stream relevance

that is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Biosurveillance Data Stream Framework.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083730.g003

Table 5. Examples of Data Stream Collection Methods.

Cell/Mobile Phone

Crowdsourcing

Data Mining

Database Upload

Electronic Record Feed

Email

Internet/Web

Manual

Mobile Lab

Landline Phone

Photographic Images

Remote Sensing

Satellite

Sensors

SMS/Text Messaging

Surveys

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083730.t005
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Table 6. Data Stream categories, sub-categories and examples.

DATA STREAM CATEGORY Sub-Category (not inclusive) Specific Examples Common examples

Ambulance/EMT*Records

Dispatch information which can include incident date, time,
nature of call, and patient information

Ambulance/paramedic
records

Clinic/Health Care Provider Records

Record of patient (animal/human) information that can include
symptoms, pharmacy orders, diagnoses, laboratory tests
ordered and results received

Physician, Veterinary Records from doctor’s
visits

ED*/Hospital Records

Record of patient information that can include discharge/transfer
orders, pharmacy orders, radiology results, laboratory results and
any other data from ancillary services or provider notes

Military/Veteran Facilities ED/Nurse triage records

Employment/School Records

Information collected from schools or places of employment that
can include, location, illness, absence, and activity reports
regarding students or employees

Absenteeism, Illness, Activities School nurse reports,
Absentee data

Established Databases

Any data repository from which information can be retrieved Demographic data, Geographic
data, Weather pattern/
Meteorological data, Environ-
mental data, Genetic sequencing

Google Earth, Google
Maps, CIA Factbook,
Toxnet, Census

Environmental data,
Genomic data,
Demographic data

Financial Records

Records of financial activities of a person, business, or organization Insurance/HMO billing, Bank
Records

Help Lines

Telephone or cellular call-in services Health/Medical, Poison Control,
Professional, Emergency,
Reporting/Complaint

911, Nurse Hotlines Nurse call center, Poison
control center, Consumer
complaint logs

Internet Search Queries

Search terms that a user enters into a web search engine Global, Site Specific Google, Yahoo

Laboratory Records

Information regarding specific tests ordered and/or the
results of those tests

Laboratory Orders, Laboratory
Results

PCR, Molecular Typing Disease diagnostics,
Pathogen diagnostics

News Aggregators

Systematic collection of information from news sources that
can include online and offline media

RSS feeds, Radio, Video, News-
papers, Press Releases, Media
Monitoring

Google News

Official Reports

Any report that has been certified or validated from an authorized
entity

Government, Intelligence,
Industry, Non-profit, Academic

WHO, CDC/MMWR,
Notifiable Disease, Peer
Reviewed Literature

Environmental Reports,
Epidemiological Reports

Police/Fire Department Records

Dispatch and event information

Personal Communication

Any type of information that is directly relayed from one individual
to another individual or group

Expert, Non-Expert Public meetings, Case
notes, Case studies

Prediction Markets

Marketplaces for contracts in which the payoffs depend on the
outcome of a future event

Health, Event Iowa Electronic Health
Markets

Sales

Monetary transactions for goods or services Medical, Commercial Drugs (OTC/Rx), Facial
Tissue

Prescription sales, Grocery
sales

Social Media

Forms of electronic communication such as websites for social
networking and blogging through which users create online
communities to share information

Blogs, Internet Chatting, Social
Networking Sites, Video-sharing

Facebook, MySpace,
Twitter, YouTube

*EMT, emergency medical technician; ED, emergency department
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083730.t006
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Table 7. SME Non-traditional data streams binned according to the Biosurveillance Data Stream Framework.

SME Population Type Category Detail

Syndromic/observational, chief
complaint

Human Syndromic ED/Hospital Records, Clinic/Health Care
Provider

Chief Complaint

Nurse call center Human Syndromic Help Lines Nurse call center

EMS 911 calls Human Syndromic Help Lines 911

School nurse illness reports Human Syndromic School Records Illness

Drug trends, OTC sales Human Syndromic Sales Drugs

Ambulance dispatch records Human Syndromic Ambulance Records

ED/Nurse triage notes Human Syndromic ED/Hospital Records

EMR - narrative text Human Syndromic ED/Hospital Records Collection Method: Data
Mining

Doctors visits Human Syndromic Clinic/Health Care Provider Individual Case Reports

Practitioner information regarding
consultations or investigations

Human Syndromic Clinic/Health Care Provider Individual Case Reports,
Aggregate Case Reports

Poison Control Center - narrative text Human Syndromic Help Lines Poison Control, Collection
Method:
Data Mining

Chemical and radiological exposure data Human Diagnostic Official Reports, Established Databases

Host susceptibility to health threats Human, Animal,
Plant

Environmental/Social Official Reports, Established Databases

Absentee data Human Syndromic School/Employment Records Absenteeism

School activities Human Environmental/Social School/Employment Records Activities

Grocery purchase trends, purchasing
trends

Human Syndromic, Or
Environmental/Social

Sales Groceries

Consumer complaint logs Human Syndromic, Or
Environmental/Social

Sales Complaints

Bank saving withdraws Human Environmental/Social Financial Records

Public meetings Human Syndromic, Or
Environmental/Social

News Aggregators

Food Trade Human Syndromic, Or
Environmental/Social

Official Reports, Financial Records Food Trade

Grouping and evaluating laboratory
testing data to include trend analysis
of types of requested diagnostic tests
as an indication of increased disease
incidence

Human, Animal,
Plant

Diagnostic Laboratory Records Data Processing

Genetic shift (bacterial, viral), terrestrial
microbial genomics, genotype,
phenotype, proteome, omics

Pathogen Environmental/Social Established databases, Official Reports

Pathogen monitoring Pathogen Environmental/Social Established Databases, Laboratory Records Pathogen monitoring

Epidemiology investigator’s case notes Human, Animal Syndromic Personal Communication Collection method

Population density shifts in humans
and animals

Human, Animal Environmental/Social Established databases, Official Reports
(academic)

Human and animal behavior/events Human, Animal Environmental/Social Official Reports (academic) Human and animal
behavior/events

Climate change, meteorology All Environmental/Natural Established Databases, Official Reports

Environmental Factors, data All Environmental/Natural Established Databases, Official Reports Environmental Factors, data

Water quality reports All Environmental/Built,
Environmental/Natural

Official Reports Water quality reports

Social unrest/disruption Human Environmental/Social News Aggregators, Official Reports

Mainstream News, open source
reporting media, popular news outlets,
magazines, radio, newsfeeds

Human Environmental/Social,
Environmental/Built,
Syndromic

News Aggregators

Social Media Traffic Human Environmental/Social,
Syndromic

Social Media

Crowd sourcing and social networks Human Environmental/Social,
Syndromic

Social Media

Intelligence reports Human Environmental/All,
Syndromic, Diagnostic

Official Reports Intelligence reports

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083730.t007
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Biosurveillance Resource Directory. An advantage of

deconstructing data streams is in the ability to discuss data

streams in broad terms yet still retain the detailed information that

may be very important regarding actual utility of specific data

sources. We used this framework in building the relational

database described in the methodology section to categorize

information on operational infectious disease biosurveillance

systems. One example of the functionality and utility of the

framework for understanding biosurveillance systems is the ability

to categorize the systems based on multiple specific framework

parameters. Individual data streams used by biosurveillance

systems were categorized both broadly according to the frame-

work, and in as much detail as needed or required in the database.

An example from the BRD is the system NCDetect, the North

Carolina Disease Event Tracking and Epidemiologic Collection

Tool[52]. A broad and detailed range of information was collected

about NC Detect in the BRD. Data streams used by this system

include emergency department data, poison center data, ambu-

lance/EMS and urgent care center data. Reports from NC Detect

include syndrome counts for selected syndromes and locations[52].

Information related to data streams was organized and categorized

according to our framework:

BSV Goal: Early Detection

Data Stream Context:
Data Population: Human

Data Type: Syndromic

Data Stream Categories:
ED/Hospital Records

Help Lines (subcategory, poison control)

Ambulance/EMT Records

Clinic/Health Care Provider Records

In this example the BSV goal and data stream context was the

same for all data streams, in the BRD, the data stream context and

specific details about each data stream are cataloged indepen-

dently.

From the resources cataloged in the BRD a total of 115 systems

were found to meet our definition of a system. From these systems

272 data streams were recorded and tallied and are shown in

Figure 4. The most commonly used data streams were laboratory

records and clinic/health care provider records. While prediction

markets and financial records have been described as potentially

useful data streams for biosurveillance, they were not yet part of a

currently active biosurveillance system that we have cataloged.

Application of Framework
As described, we are using the BSV Data Stream Framework in

the BRD, cataloging biosurveillance systems, data sources and

tools. As the BRD is updated to include the most relevant

biosurveillance resources, the data stream framework will be tested

and refined to keep pace with the changing and evolving

biosurveillance practices and associated data sources. Additionally,

we will also be able to monitor the real-time use of data streams for

different diseases, locations and purposes.

As an extension of the BRD, the current state-of-the-art in

operational epidemiological modeling is also being cataloged by

our team[53]. By binning specific data streams used as data inputs

by the models into the Data Stream Framework, we can cross-

compare models based on data sources and model objective in the

context of biosurveillance goals.

Additionally, our team is using the Data Stream Framework in

development of a multi-criteria decision analysis tool for evaluat-

ing specific novel data streams that become available for local,

state, national and international disease surveillance as well as data

streams currently in use as a means to provide a ‘‘real world’’

assessment of the data stream categories. Through multi-criteria

decision analysis the advantages and disadvantages of determining

which data streams to include in a biosurveillance system are

considered through a systematic method for evaluating alternatives

(data streams) based on a series of attributes (metrics) in the

context of the associated biosurveillance goal. Our team has used

this tool in analysis of categories of data streams[54], and work is

ongoing for specific data stream evaluation.

Finally, the BSV Data Stream Framework was adopted for

ground-truthing specific data streams used in selected infectious

disease outbreaks. Outbreak timelines based on historical epide-

Figure 4. Data streams used in active operational biosurveillance systems as collected and categorized in the Biosurveillance
Resource Directory (BRD). Data streams from 115 systems were tallied (some systems using more than one category of data stream).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0083730.g004
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miological data were developed for multiple disease-specific case

studies. A window of time (the surveillance window) within which

various data streams could be used to alert, or provide information

about the unfolding outbreak, was identified, and outbreak-specific

data streams that were available at that time were recorded [55].

By using the BSV data stream framework in combination with the

surveillance window methodology[29], data streams of importance

for early warning, early detection, and for containment of an

outbreak were identified. Our team continues to expand our

analysis of historical outbreaks and ground-truthing data streams

for priority infectious diseases.

Conclusions

The Biosurveillance Data Stream Framework and definitions

that we are presenting provide a characterization methodology

that facilitates understanding of data streams and allows for

comparative analysis. The resulting framework puts data streams

into context and provides for a systematic categorization such that

ongoing discussion and debate regarding biosurveillance for

particular diseases, events, and populations can lead to productive

and practicable evaluation. We believe this framework can be

useful to public health practitioners, biosurveillance analysts,

surveillance system developers among others.

The foundation underlying this framework is both novel, because

it has not been done before as comprehensively, iteratively, or

categorically, and timely, because the many individual data streams

that might by considered for biosurveillance can now be

systematically categorized to enable comparison and analysis.

We propose that this framework and associated definitions can

serve as a foundation to build a standard lexicon for the growing

field of biosurveillance.

Supporting Information

Table S1 Biosurveillance data stream examples report-
ed in the literature and binned according to the Data
Stream Framework.

(PDF)
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